Abstract: For only one node assisting the cluster head node to send information in wireless sensor network cooperative transmission, an opportunity cooperative MIMO transmission scheme is proposed based on gradient algorithm. The results of analysis and simulation show that the cooperative transmission schemes based on one-bit feedback can obtain high energy-efficiency while the opportunity cooperative MIMO transmission can obtain higher energy-efficient than it.
Introduction
Low power consumption is the main characteristics of the wireless sensor network maximizing the lifetime of network is the primary consideration factors in the design of wireless sensor network, especially, the cluster head node and collaborative nodes of power without effective allocation, and in selecting cooperative nodes, not considering the node residual energy is considered cluster nodes and cluster head node between the channel quality, and do not consider the cluster remote node and the number according to the fusion center between the channel condition. From the literature [1] , we can know that the transmission power of the transmitter can be adjusted to improve the BER performance such as Alamouti codes under the total power constraint. To adjust the transmission power of the transmitter, the channel state information should be feed back to the transmitter. In the literature [2] , it is pointed out that the performance of MIMO system can be improved by using full channel state information, but it is not suitable to be applied to wireless sensor networks with limited energy. In order to compromise the complexity and performance, D J Love in the literature [3] that the use of limited feedback can make the MIMO system to obtain a higher transmission performance. But it is difficult to get all the channel information, especially in the limited energy wireless sensor networks. This paper attempts an opportunistic cooperative mode, to reduce the 5th International Conference on Measurement, Instrumentation and Automation (ICMIA 2016) energy consumption of wireless sensor in MIMO transmission.
System model
The system communication model is shown in figure 1 . Each cluster head node (CH) to collect and fusion data from the common nodes (CN), the data was sent to the DFC using time division multiple access (TDMA) algorithm [4] . After the cluster is formatted, the collected data is transmitted to the CH by CN, and CH using received signal strength indicator to find cooperative nodes nearest to meet the energy requirements, and cooperative multiple antenna is also formed, cooperation cluster head nodes(CCH) of the transmitted signal code, and then sent to the DFC. In this paper, we mainly focus on the communication between CH and DFC, and ignore the energy consumption of CN to send data to CH. In addition, as the energy of DFC is available, the energy consumed by the feedback is negligible. The energy consumption of the whole communication process is mainly focused on the two stages of local communication (CH and CCH) and long distance communication (CCH and DFC). 
Opportunity cooperative transmission scheme
When the transmitter does not know the channel state information, signal is transmitted by equal power. when the transmitter obtain the bit feedback information, CH and CCH using gradient algorithm to adjust their transmission power. When the feedback bits 1 bf = , CH power weight increase w ∆ and decrease w ∆ in CCH, when 0 bf = , power weight decrease w ∆ in CH and increase w ∆ in CCH, which w ∆ can be determined according to different channel environments.
According to the diagonal weight mechanism proposed by [4] , At the n moment the weight matrix 
Where 00.5 w ≤∆≤ ,
When the n w increase to 1, it will no longer increase; and it will no longer be reduced when n w to 0.
Opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme is an improved gradient algorithm, The corresponding weight matrix can be expressed by the formula (2)
Assuming ( )
max, hh ξ = ， using opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme, the probability density function ξ can be expressed as
Similarly, the bit error rate of opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme can be expressed
The total energy consumption of opportunistic cooperative communication divided into the following two parts: a frame data transmission energy consumption and opportunistic communication energy consumption in cooperative MIMO scheme. Because the former method is the same as the energy consumption of the cooperative MISO scheme described in literature [5] , it will not be introduced. For the same distribution between 1 () hnand 2 () hn , the probability 
Where Stb,total E is bit energy consumption of cooperative MIMO scheme in the literature [5] , direct E is the energy consumption which data transmission directly from CH to the DFC. From the above analysis ,we can obtain 2 c-long directbframeopp,blf 2 tr
where opp,b E is the required bit energy when adopting opportunistic cooperative communication scheme with a required receiver BER, by the formula (6) can be derived Chernoff upper bound as ( 
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where forward E is the energy consumption for transmitting data from CH to DFC by CCH.
Simulation results and analysis
This section gives the performance comparison of two cooperative transmission schemes based on 1 bit feedback and the literature [5] . Scheme 1 in this section below and the figure 1 shows in informed one bit feedback information under the gradient algorithm of cooperative transmission scheme, scheme 2 show in informed one bit feedback information under the opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme. Simulation results is based on table 1 simulation parameters. We can see from figure 2, under the same signal-to-noise ratio conditions, scheme 1 and 2 are better than the BER performance of the scheme in [5] , in other words, scheme 1 and 2 requires lower SNR at the same bit error rate, In addition, it is also known that when the step size of the gradient algorithm is smaller, the performance of the scheme 1 is not improved compared with that of the literature [5] , when the step size is larger, the performance of the scheme 1 is close to the performance of the scheme 2.
Conclusion
This paper presents a opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme, theoretical analysis and simulation results show that in wireless sensor network, comparing with the gradient algorithm of cooperative transmission scheme, opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme can reduce energy consumption. Although the use of opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme may make the nodes energy consumption not balanced, but the energy consumption of opportunistic cooperative transmission scheme is less than the gradient algorithm.
